
TEST OPEN BIC

B ic may be well known to non-sailors as
the manufacturers of a few trillion biros,
but a fair amount of these profits have
been invested in sail power. Baron Bic

spent a substantial amount trying to win the
America’s Cup for France, while Bic has become a
world-class name in windsurfing over the past 25
years. The Open Bic dinghy is their first venture in
dinghy sailing. It is very French, extremely stylish
and quite unlike anything else. 

The target market is ‘children and teenagers’
although CE category D permits anyone up to
90kg to sail the Open Bic, according to European
Union rules. Our test team was in the middle of
the age range, all having passed their RYA Level 3
with experience of Oppies, Picos and Mirrors, but
not hardcore racers, and, as it happens, all girls —
although clearly the sporty look of the Bic is
designed to appeal to boys too.

The Open Bic is tiny — just 9ft long! Its cockpit is
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This brand new kids’ dinghy is designed to fill the
missing link between Optimists and the new generation.
Jeremy Evans gives his verdict, with a little help from
a discerning team…
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flat and wide open, which is one reason why Bic
dares compare it to an Open 60. You might expect
a flat bottom, but the Bic is heavily chined. You
also might expect the hull to be really light, but
built in rotomoulded plastic it’s quite hefty at
around 42kg — I would recommend two adults to
lift it onto a car roof-rack. 

Rigging and launching
We sailed the Open Bic before the optional folding
trolley became available. Our advice is you need
one! Neat carrying handles make it okay for two
adults to walk an Open Bic to the water, but it proved
quite hard work for three children which won’t do

any favours towards keeping a scratch-free hull.
Rigging up combines windsurfer and dinghy

concepts. Everything will fit inside the boat, with
the complete rig in a sausage bag and two epoxy
foils in stylish grey protective bags, which makes a
top cover for the hull seem like another necessity.
The monofilm sail is supplied with full-length
battens inserted and secured, though they can be
adjusted to ‘tune’ the rig. The two-part mast
sleeves together with a mastfoot, just like a
windsurfer. Curiously the instructions specify, in
French, to dab on a little ‘mastique’ to stop the
mast filing with water — but the PDF instructions
are fairly easy to follow. 

The boom is attached to the foot of the sail and
stays that way — when you de-rig, you roll it all up
together. You slide the mast up the luff sleeve, just
like a windsurfer, Pico or Topper, but the mast also
slides up through the boom ‘fork’ which is quite
different. The height of the sail can be adjusted at
the masthead to suit different size sailors, with a
really quite powerful cunningham to provide
windsurfing-style downhaul tension. 

The rig is like a rigid foil and very similar to a
windsurfer. However, with a boom along the foot
instead of a wishbone, it’s easy to carry it
‘windsurfer style’. Children may well need two
pairs of hands to carry this rig to and from the
water — you do not want to drag that beautiful
monofilm sail across shingle or concrete! If it’s
windy, children may also find it tricky to upend the
rig and drop in the mastfoot, because unlike a Pico
or Topper you can’t roll away the sail. 

An open transom and minimal freeboard makes
the Open Bic a prime contender for the title of
world’s easiest dinghy to get on board. The foils
are a big surprise — composite epoxy, extremely
light, easy to operate and, one suspects, very
efficient. On Picos or Toppers you often see
children struggling to pull up the heavy
daggerboard, which won’t be a problem on the
Open Bic. The downside is that, like all high
performance foils, care needs to be taken — we
managed to put a small ding in the dagger — and
you can expect to do some filling and sanding.
Given the choice though, I’d still opt for those
lightweight foils.

Below The Bic is easy to

climb into once afloat,

but care is needed when

launching with the

optional light epoxy foils.

Below right The Open

Bic was responsive

upwind, while the see-

through sail means kids

can see where they’re

going.

Right The Open Bic is

rated to carry up to

90kg, allowing two

children to go for a fun

sail together.

”
“I found Bic a fantastic boat to sail because it was

simple and fun! I preferred it to an Oppie because of
the shape and it looks much cooler! I like the
windsurfing sail a lot because it catches lots more
wind and you can see everything more easily. Also it
didn’t capsize easily (and I gave it lots of chances!),
but when I finally capsized it was VERY easy to pull
back up and get into because you could climb in the
back and pull yourself in. I loved it!

Lucie, aged 10
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Sailing upwind
All the girls settled into sailing the Open Bic easily
and quickly in pleasant conditions at the top of
Force 3. The rig looked wonderful. Neil Pryde
technology and expertise has produced an
elliptical, windsurfer style, semi-rigid foil. Part of
Bic’s strategy is to sell the Open Bic ‘hull only’ so
kids can sail it with a standard Oppie rig,
daggerboard and rudder to get weaned onto the
new boat. But the Open Bic rig is so much more
stylish and powerful that all kids will surely
demand it outright! 

The Open Bic rig may require careful handling on
shore, but this is outweighed by superb potential
performance on the water, with ratchet block
mainsheet, a multi-purchase cunningham which all
the girls found easy to pull on, distinctive telltales
and adjustable outhaul all playing an important
role. Plus there’s adjustable batten tension and
head height for fine tuning. Having a totally see-
though sail is also a brilliant safety feature — kids
can always see exactly where they are going!

Like all performance dinghies, the Open Bic
clearly needs to be sailed flat for best
performance, but it kept tracking and showed no
vices when the girls let it heel. They all tacked and
gybed on a sixpence with no problem at all, except
the Open Bic does turn very fast! It pointed high
upwind and appeared very quick for its diminutive
size, with Holly making really impressive progress
against a spring flood tide in gusty conditions
which were yo-yo’ing from Force 3 to Force 5 on
her second outing — one suspects any Oppie
would have been left many miles behind. 

Downwind…
The Open Bic looks like it should be an offwind
rocket and the publicity promises ‘a fast planing
hull for a dynamic sailing experience.’ Here we
were a little disappointed. Conditions were quite
difficult and it clearly needed the right technique
to hit full bore. A large part of the problem
seemed to be down to having no kicker. 

Bic have a curious policy of offering the ‘boom
vang’ as an optional extra, which wasn’t available
at the time. Without mainsheet tension, a load of
power was disappearing over the leech as the
boom lifted offwind. Bic warns, ‘The vang will
substantially increase power and performance of
the sail,’ which is clearly true, but goes on to say
‘it should only be used by experienced sailors in
medium to strong winds and/or racing.’ I have no
doubt that any kid who is enthusiastic about
sailing Open Bic will want a kicker and indeed
should have one! 

Despite no vang, we did get the ‘dynamic
experience’ sailing downwind in small waves. Holly
had never done any wave riding before, but took
to it like a surfer and soon got to grips with luffing
and bearing away. The Open Bic looked made for it
— more like a windsurfer than a boat, with great
response and balance promising a load of fun. 

…and upside down
While the Open Bic looks like race-bred machine
which sails pretty fast for its size, it is incredibly
stable. The girls did all sorts of bad things without
capsizing, not least during Holly’s windy excursion
when a nearby fleet of learner dinghies were

flipping like ninepins. The chined bilge hull is very
effective, not least when the Open Bic does capsize. 

The girls finally went over about five times, and
Bic has clearly got their buoyancy distribution
perfect. On each occasion the Open Bic rounded
into the wind as the skipper flipped it upright,
then got back on board through the open stern
which also ensures the cockpit stays dry. Righting
was very fast, required minimal effort and showed
no sign of the dreaded 180-degree roll. In terms of
keeping children secure and safe, its easy-up
performance must be at the top of the class. 
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Above left Offwind

performance would be

improved by the optional

kicker.

”

“I liked the boat’s simplicity — there weren’t too many
ropes to get your feet caught or wrapped around your
neck! Also, it was very steady and easily conquered any
larger waves — this was really good fun! 

It was easy to rig and quick and easy to pack away,
although it was heavier than it looked to carry which
took three people. The rudder and daggerboard both
moved easily. The mainsheet is attached to the boat by a
small clip, and once or twice while I was tacking it came
undone. Also there was no kicking strap, which slowed
me down when I was on a run. 

Holly, aged 13
The verdict
The Open Bic is like a breath of fresh air — a new
dinghy with real vision. It looks great and on a
general ability level should be easy, forgiving and
rewarding for kids to sail. It combines a curious
mix of practicality and performance; bullet-proof
hull construction with super-efficient, lightweight
rig and foils which need a sensible level of TLC. 

The price looks expensive alongside a Tera, Taz
or basic Oppie, but seems much more reasonable
compared to a Championship Ziegelmayer Oppie
at £2,395! 

One assumes that part of Bic’s vision is to
dislodge the Oppie, which is entrenched in many
people’s perceptions as the dinghy which all
children must sail. The Oppie has a formidable
junior racing scene, but there are a number of
very good reasons why the class should beware of
Open Bic. The 59-year-old Oppie design has
different builders and specifications with a big
price range. The totally modern Open Bic is pure
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one-design with one price. ISAF have stated their
preference for ‘out of the box’ regattas. The Open
Bic would surely be a perfect junior world
championship machine, with young sailors taking
on the considerable challenge of maximising its
performance while looking incredibly cool! n

Thanks for your comprehensive test. We have
received similar feedback from several clubs
around the country that have been testing
the boats for the last two months. We are
pleased to say that many of the suggested
improvements have been addressed already.

We are particularly pleased that the testers
were excited about the look and performance
of the boat. This was an important goal for the
Open Bic as we feel that sailing needs an
exciting dinghy to get kids back on the water
and enthusiastic about sailing — and to keep
them engaged in the sport.  

For us one of the advantages of the Open
Bic is its verstatility. Due to its simplicity and
high performance, it can be used as a
recreational boat for kids and family fun, it is
also a boat for progressing within the sport
particularly in a club environment, or a boat
for racing. The broad appeal should ensure
that it has a wide user base and an active
Class Association. 

Ultra Sport Europe have several trailers of
the Open Bic which are touring around the UK
this summer and autumn. We want to get as
many kids and clubs as possible to experience
the Open Bic — sailing is believing!

One thing we would like to highlight is the
‘bomb proof’ construction and the no-nonsense
approach. Bic Sport are famous for producing
reliable down-to-earth products. The production
facility in Brittany, France is one of the most
modern and high-tech manufacturing units in
Europe. Owners of Open Bics can be assured as
to the quality of manufacture and an after sales
service that is second to none.

ANSWER BACK
from Gordon Way 

Above The girls (from

left to right Hattie, Lucie

and Holly) found the Bic

surprisingly heavy to

lift, but easy to get into

once launched.

CONTACT: Ultra Sport Europe Ltd
TEL: 01332 813150
EMAIL: info@ultrasporteu.com
WEBSITE: www.bicsport.com

OPEN BIC specifications 

DESIGN: Vital Design in 2006
LENGTH: 2.75m
BEAM: 1.14m
HULL WEIGHT: 42kg
SAILING WEIGHT: 65kg
MAX CREW WEIGHT (CE CATEGORY): 90kg
SAIL AREA: 4.5sq m 
PRICE: £1,899

COMPARISONS…   Where does the Open Bic fit in? Here are some alternatives…

LOA: 2.95m
BEAM: 1.2m
HULL WEIGHT: 40kg
SAIL AREA:

Main 4.39sq m
Jib (optional) 1sq m

GUIDE PRICE: £1,375*

LOA: 2.3m
BEAM: 1.13m
HULL WEIGHT: 35kg
SAIL AREA:

Main 3.59sq m
Jib/Spinnaker N/A

GUIDE PRICE: £1,495*

LOA: 2.87m
BEAM: 1.23m
HULL WEIGHT: 35kg
SAIL AREA:

Mainsail 4.8sq m
Jib/Spinnaker N/A

GUIDE PRICE: £1,195*

*Guide prices are approximate

n TAZ
Loads of buoyancy,
plenty of room for two
small people or one
larger one, jib option,
tough construction,
good looks and lively
performance. 

n OPTIMIST
You see them here, you
see them there, you
see them everywhere.
The dinghy of choice
for racing grommets,
originally designed
back in 1947. 

n RS TERA PRO
The low-cost Tera is
available in three
different versions, with
the Pro at the top of
the range. 

Thanks to Cobnor Activities centre (CAC) for providing
facilities for this test. CAC runs residential and non-

residential sailing courses and activities in Chichester
Harbour. For more information visit:

www.cobnor.com

”
“I found the Bic very responsive and prefer it to the

Pico because it felt faster! The daggerboard was
really easy to lift. I found the boat slippery when I
tacked, which made it hard getting to the other side.
The Pico has a rougher surface, which is a lot less
slippy. I didn't find it hard to hold the mainsheet, but
might struggle in heavier winds. Perhaps a jamming
cleat would help. I’d also like a wind indicator.

Hattie, aged 10
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